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DIRTY ROADS

0702011

0702012

SUPERGIARA JERSEY

GIARA TEE

SIZES: XXS-5XL
ERGONOMIC FIT

SIZES: XXS-5XL
REGULAR FIT

CONCEPT

CONCEPT

We took everything we’ve learned working
with pro athletes to create the ultimate
gravel jersey. Our ergonomic pattern and
light compression fabrics ensure a close
fit and no wasted watts. Soft and moisture
wicking materials on the body combine
with ultralight mesh laser cut sleeves
to eliminate seaming and deliver all day
comfort. Finally, all the classic Supergiara
features like reflective panels and multiple
pocket options and you’re ready to attack
Dirty Kanza or gravel epics closer to home.

A technical gravel jersey with a different and
cool style, also good at the coffee shop or
during a break from the bike.

FEATURES

• Breathable and elastic fabric with perfect
fit
• 1 rear zipper pocket
• Short YKK zipper
• Soft cut on the neck

FEATURES

• Highly breathable and moisture wicking
fabrics with ultralight laser cut mesh
sleeves
• Large rear center pocket for bulky items
like a jacket or pump
• Zipper security pocket
• Reflective bands on shoulders and back
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0702013

SUPERGIARA BIBSHORT
SIZES: XXS-5XL
ERGONOMIC FIT
DMS PAD

CONCEPT

For your biggest days when nothing can
be left to chance, choose our Supergiara
bibshort. The ergonomic fit features
highly compressive stretch woven fabric
to support your hardest efforts. Our DMS
seatpad combines multi densities with a
slightly smaller shape to match the body
position and movement for assured comfort
on the roughest roads. Mesh cargo pockets
on the leg and back hold all your essentials,
and reflective details keep you visible when
the start is at dawn or the finish is after
dusk.

FEATURES

• Highly compressive and abrasionresistant stretch woven fabric
• 1 mesh cargo pocket on left leg and 2
mesh pockets on back
• Reflective bands at lower leg
• Anatomic mesh lie-flat bib straps for
comfort and ventilation
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BODYFIT PRO
SIGNED BY OUR
PRO RIDERS.

“This is a solemn promise. We will always let you wear
the same products as our pro riders.
This is the first and only commandment of BodyFit Pro
2.0, and it is also the reason behind any new product
developed at Sportful.
From our very first day, our goal was to provide the
best clothing to the best athletes. BodyFit Pro 2.0 is
the collection of our latest products designed for our
top-level pros.
They were developed and tested for the rigors of the
world’s toughest pro races. They were designed with
the same ergonomics and all the essential features
as the pros’ racing kit. And they are produced for you,
because quality doesn’t depend on a race number –
quality looks for the right attitude.
These are items tested in the wind tunnel and
approved by the best riders in the world. But now we
need your feedback, because in terms of research
and development, nothing is better than thousands of
riders out there on the roads.
And no one is better than an athlete aiming for the
best.”

0700875

0702001

BOMBER 111 SUIT

BOMBER JERSEY
BODYFIT PRO

SIZES: XXS-3XL
ERGONOMIC FIT
TC PRO PAD

SIZES: XXS-3XL
ERGONOMIC FIT

CONCEPT

CONCEPT

FEATURES

FEATURES

The Bomber Suit is back in an updated
version. The fastest road racing skinsuit
in the pro peloton celebrates two
years of victories, successes and top
performance with the BORA - hansgrohe
team. Aerodynamics is the focus in the
development of this suit, which is specially
designed to eliminate seams that increase
drag. The maximum for the favorites.

The excellent results achieved in the wind
tunnel have led us to further improve our
race line with an even lighter-weight and
more fine-tuned product. The Bomber
Jersey is the sister of our Bomber Suit and
is equipped with an easy-sliding Camlock®
zipper to facilitate opening with one hand.
It is a jersey designed based on the body’s
specific needs on the bike.

• Suit in one piece without seams for
maximum aerodynamics
• Sleeves in lightweight mesh fabric
• Front opening
• Smooth, lightweight fabrics designed for
high speeds and low drag
• Seamless elastic on leg with silicone grip
• 3 back pockets
• Additional lower pockets to hold race
number without need for pins or tape
• TC Pro seat pad with up to 13 mm
padding

• Sleeves in lightweight mesh fabric
• Jersey with minimalist details, without
collar and with raw-cut edges
• Smooth, lightweight fabrics designed for
high speeds and low drag
• 3 back pockets
• Additional lower pockets to hold race
number without need for pins or tape
• Camlock® zip for easy operation with
one hand
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0700876

0700905

EVO ROAD SUIT

EVO SPEEDSKIN SUIT

SIZES: XXS-3XL
ERGONOMIC FIT
TC PRO PAD

SIZES: XXS-3XL
ERGONOMIC FIT
BODYFIT PRO PAD

CONCEPT

CONCEPT

If you need to go fast but you also need
the convenience of back pockets, this is
the solution for you. It’s an evolution of
our TT suit and it was modified with a front
opening for the greatest comfort on the
bike. The ultra-light fabrics make it the
perfect choice for hot summer days.

The BodyFit Pro EVO Speedskin Suit was
developed together with riders from the
strongest pro teams in the world, with just
one word in mind: speed. During a Grand
Tour, every second matters. Since the body
of the rider is the part most exposed to the
wind, getting the best possible apparel is
crucial. Thanks to the high-tech and aero
fabrics, and attention to every detail, like the
number holder, our wind-tunnel-tested suit
will amaze you.

FEATURES

• Single piece on shoulders for comfort and
aerodynamics
• Raw-cut sleeve edges
• YKK® Vislon® zipper with double opening
• 3 back pockets
• Inner radio pocket
• 4-needle flat-lock stitching
• AeroFlow fabrics on legs for greater
muscle support and improved
aerodynamics
• Back seams to increase aerodynamics
on bibshort
• Reflective details
• TC Pro seat pad

FEATURES

• Ergonomic fit
• Front zipper for better aerodynamics
• AeroMesh fabrics on arms and
shoulders for perfect fit and maximum
aerodynamics
• Number-holder back pocket
• TC Pro seat pad with up to 13mm padding
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0700840

0700883

EVO JERSEY

X JERSEY

SIZES: XXS-3XL
ERGONOMIC FIT

SIZES: XXS-5XL
REGULAR FIT

CONCEPT

CONCEPT

Our pro riders’ jersey of choice for a wide
range of conditions, from racing in warm
temperatures to fast training — here, with
a fresh, updated design. Light but still with
full coverage. Details enhance the fit and
give a clean, sleek style. The fit and feel are
comfortable whatever the riding conditions.
Developed and tested by our WorldTour
riders.

The X was designed with a fit that’s suitable
for any type of ride. This jersey works well on
the road, and it’s exceptional for mountain
biking. The fabrics were treated to protect
against scratches and tears.

FEATURES

• Multi-fabric construction
• Inserts in special fabric to prevent
scratches and tears
• 3 rear pockets
• Additional pocket with zipper

FEATURES

• Multiple-fabric construction
• Minimal stitching on collar for comfort
and clean look
• Full-length YKK® Vislon® front zip
• Waist elastic with silicone for grip and
laser cut
• Highly stretchy fabrics on shoulders for
perfect fit
• 3 rear pockets
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0702008

0760848

CLASSICS JERSEY

THERMAL JERSEY LS

SIZES: XXS-5XL
REGULAR FIT

SIZES: XXS-5XL
SLIM FIT

CONCEPT

CONCEPT

Working with some of the best classic
racers in the world has inspired us to create
a technical jersey specifically for cooler
temperatures. Jerseys keep getting lighter,
and the perfect jersey for a scorching-hot
Tour de France stage may not be what you
want for cooler weather. Partial-stretch
fabrics with a brushed inner surface offer
light insulation without compromising
breathability. Excellent for racing but also
for early morning rides when the sun is not
yet too high, or for all those areas that aren’t
too sunny and where even the summer
weather is never very hot.

One of the best-fitting thermal
jerseys, thanks to the two-way stretch
ThermoDrytex Plus fabric on the sleeves
and shoulders. The structure of this
fabric helps keep you warm even in cold
temperatures, as it offers greater protection
than other fabrics. The soft fabric on the
body of the jersey provides comfort and
total breathability.

FEATURES

• Fit and structure developed with pro
teams
• TDTxp on body for warmth and
breathability
• ThermoDrytex Plus on shoulders and
sleeves for stretch and aerodynamics
• Silicone gripper at waist
• 3 back pockets
• YKK® Vislon® zip

FEATURES

• Lightly brushed fabrics for those slightly
cooler days
• Full-length YKK® Vislon® front zip with flap
for light wind protection
• Waist elastic with silicone for grip
• High-stretch lighter fabric on sides and
shoulders for perfect fit
• Lie-flat elastic on sleeve cuff with silicone
grip and laser-cut finishing
• 3 rear pockets
• Subtle reflective accents”
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0760850

0700845

PRO WS VEST

LTD BIBSHORT

SIZES: XXS-5XL
ERGONOMIC FIT

SIZES: XXS-3XL
ERGONOMIC FIT
TC PRO PAD

CONCEPT

CONCEPT

We took everything we’ve learned working
with pro athletes to create the ultimate
gravel jersey. Our ergonomic pattern and
light compression fabrics ensure a close fit
and no wasted watts.

Pro riders consider apparel an essential tool
to perform their job. This bibshort is one of
their favorite tools. It’s super comfortable
even in intense racing and offers a great
fit thanks to fabric and construction that
let it move with the body. From the pros to
the rest of us, to make every pedal stroke
enjoyable.

FEATURES

• Highly breathable and moisture wicking
fabrics with ultralight laser cut mesh
sleeves
• Large rear center pocket for bulky items
like a jacket or pump
• Zipper security pocket
• Reflective bands on shoulders and back

FEATURES

• Legs in breathable AeroFlow Compress
for smooth aerodynamics and muscle
support
• Flat-lock stitching for comfort and fit
• 220 g Lycra® for excellent support
• Lie-flat bibs for excellent comfort and
support
• Seamless leg band with silicone grip
• 2 hidden radio pockets
• TC Pro seat pad with up to 13 mm
padding”
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0700884

0700871

X-BIBSHORT

LTD BIBSHORT
UNI COLOR

SIZES: XXS-5XL
ERGONOMIC FIT
TC PRO PAD

SIZES: XXS-3XL
ERGONOMIC FIT
TC PRO PAD

CONCEPT

CONCEPT

The X Bibshort was designed for harder
routes where comfort is just as important
as durability. This short features the classic
BodyFit Pro fit but is designed for all kinds
of rides and offers more resistance against
abrasions.

We took everything we’ve learned working
with pro athletes to create the ultimate
gravel jersey. Our ergonomic pattern and
light compression fabrics ensure a close fit
and no wasted watts.

FEATURES

FEATURES

• Legs in AeroFlow Compress with
structured finish, for smooth
aerodynamics and muscle support
• Flat-lock stitching for comfort and fit
• Seamless leg band with silicone grip
• TC Pro seat pad with up to 13 mm padding
• Highly supportive lie-flat bib straps for
excellent comfort and ventilation
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• Highly breathable and moisture wicking
fabrics with ultralight laser cut mesh
sleeves
• Large rear center pocket for bulky items
like a jacket or pump
• Zipper security pocket
• Reflective bands on shoulders and back
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0710880

0700843

THERMAL BIBTIGHT

EVO W JERSEY

SIZES: XXS-5XL
ERGONOMIC FIT
BODYFIT PRO PAD

SIZES: XXS-2XL
ERGONOMIC FIT

CONCEPT

CONCEPT

Made to deliver comfort during those long
winter rides building the base that will help
you achieve next summer’s cycling goals.

Our pro riders’ jersey of choice for a wide
range of conditions, from racing in warm
temperatures to fast training — here, with
a fresh, updated design. Light but still with
full coverage. Details enhance the fit and
give a clean, sleek style. The fit and feel are
comfortable whatever the riding conditions.
Developed and tested by our WorldTour
riders.

FEATURES

• Embossed ThermoDrytex Plus and
ThermoDrytex Double brushed-fleece
fabric
• BodyFit Pro seat pad
• Mesh bibs with lie-flat trim
• YKK® Camlock® ankle zippers
• Silicone gripper elastic on ankle cuff
• Flat-lock stitching

FEATURES

• Multiple-fabric construction
• Minimal stitching on collar for comfort
and clean look
• Full-length YKK® Vislon® front zip
• Waist elastic with silicone for grip and
laser cut
• Highly stretchy fabrics on shoulders for
perfect fit
• 3 rear pockets
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0700879

0702006

WS W VEST

LTD W BIBSHORT
BODYFIT PRO

SIZES: XXS-2XL
ERGONOMIC FIT

SIZES: XXS-2XL
ERGONOMIC FIT
TC PRO W PAD

CONCEPT

CONCEPT

We took everything we’ve learned working
with pro athletes to create the ultimate
gravel jersey. Our ergonomic pattern and
light compression fabrics ensure a close fit
and no wasted watts.

The construction of the bib straps on the
women’s version of the LTD Bibshort has
been modified based on feedback from our
athletes. The mesh covers the back and
the strap has more stretch than the men’s
version, for greater anatomical comfort.

FEATURES

FEATURES

• Highly breathable and moisture wicking
fabrics with ultralight laser cut mesh
sleeves
• Large rear center pocket for bulky items
like a jacket or pump
• Zipper security pocket
• Reflective bands on shoulders and back

• Legs in AeroFlow Compress for smooth
aerodynamics and muscle support
• Flat-lock stitching for comfort and fit
• 220 g Lycra for excellent muscle support
• Support and comfort ensured by the new
stretch bibs designed specifically for
female riders
• Seamless leg band with silicone grip
• TC Pro W seat pad
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0702007

LTD W SHORT
SIZES: XXS-2XL
ERGONOMIC FIT
TC PRO W PAD

CONCEPT
FEATURES

• Legs in AeroFlow Compress for smooth
aerodynamics and muscle support
• Flat-lock stitching for comfort and fit
• 220 g Lycra for excellent muscle support
• Updated waist construction for improved
performance
• Seamless leg band with silicone grip
• TC Pro W seat pad
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BASELAYER

Both warm rides and colder days call for premium
protection, starting with the first layer.This is where
you can find high-quality base layers, also used by our
pro riders.

0702009

0702010

PRO BASELAYER TEE

PRO BASELAYER SLEVELESS
BODYFIT PRO

SIZES: XXS-3XL

SIZES: XXS-3XL

CONCEPT

CONCEPT

FEATURES

FEATURES

The new tee features an updated fabric,
with a texture of vertical lines that improves
the fit of the garment. The ribs are slightly
raised to create distance from the skin
and keep it clean and dry. Designed to be
compatible with the new types of collars on
the Sportful jerseys. Perfect with the LTD
Bibshort.

The new tee features an updated fabric,
with a texture of vertical lines that improves
the fit of the garment. The ribs are slightly
raised to create distance from the skin
and keep it clean and dry. Designed to be
compatible with the new types of collars on
the Sportful jerseys. Perfect with the LTD
Bibshort.

• Vertical ribs raised away from skin
• Designed to be compatible with new
Sportful jersey collar and bibshort

• Vertical ribs raised away from skin
• Designed to be compatible with new
Sportful jersey collar and bibshort
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TEAM - NEO

Our custom team line range allows you to fully
customize a great range of clothing & accessories
from summer jerseys to winter bibtights and
everything in between.
The collection features many of the same fabrics we
use for our pro teams and is available in women’s and
junior fit too.

0790842

0780842

BODYFIT TEAM JERSEY

BODYFIT TEAM JERSEY Z/P
BODYFIT PRO

SIZES: XXS-5XL
REGULAR FIT

SIZES: XXS-5XL
REGULAR FIT

CONCEPT

CONCEPT

FEATURES

FEATURES

We have adapted the technologies and
the construction to work for the rest of us.
The slightly more forgiving fit and extracomfortable no-compromise fabrics that
offer great moisture management will make
this a go-to jersey.

We have adapted the technologies and
the construction to work for the rest of us.
The slightly more forgiving fit and extracomfortable no-compromise fabrics that
offer great moisture management will make
this a go-to jersey.

• Anatomic fit with slightly more forgiving
cut for all-day comfort
• DryPro microfiber fabric for optimum
wicking
• Back fabric with structure for fit and
increased wicking
• Silicone gripper elastic on waistband
• 3 rear pockets
• Full-length YKK® zipper
• Reflective accents

• Anatomic fit with slightly more forgiving
cut for all-day comfort
• DryPro microfiber fabric for optimum
wicking
• Back fabric with structure for fit and
increased wicking
• Silicone gripper elastic on waistband
• 3 rear pockets
• Full-length YKK® zipper
• Reflective accents”
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0700906

0700898

NEO JERSEY

SKINSUIT SS NEO

SIZES: XXS-5XL
REGULAR FIT

SIZES: XXS-5XL
SLIM FIT
BODYFIT PRO PAD

CONCEPT

CONCEPT

We took everything we’ve learned working
with pro athletes to create the ultimate
gravel jersey. Our ergonomic pattern and
light compression fabrics ensure a close fit
and no wasted watts.

Originally designed as a training jersey
for the pros, this great-fitting jersey offers
excellent moisture management, includes
spacious pockets for the pros’ seven-hour
training rides, and looks great on the
podium. Perfect for training, it has also
proven a race favorite, claiming a Tour of
Flanders podium. The stretch panels on the
shoulders make it even more comfortable
and better fitting than ever.

FEATURES

• Highly breathable and moisture wicking
fabrics with ultralight laser cut mesh
sleeves
• Large rear center pocket for bulky items
like a jacket or pump
• Zipper security pocket
• Reflective bands on shoulders and back

FEATURES

• Anatomic fit with moderately close cut
for all-day comfort
• DryPro microfiber fabric for optimum
wicking
• Silicone gripper elastic on waistband
• Full-length YKK® zipper
• BodyFit Pro seat pad
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0700899

0700887

THERMAL SUIT LS TEAM / NEO

TEAM LS THERMAL JERSEY
BODYFIT PRO

SIZES: XXS-5XL
SLIM FIT
BODYFIT PRO PAD

SIZES: XXS-5XL
REGULAR FIT

CONCEPT

CONCEPT

Long-sleeve thermal skinsuit, designed for
those who race even in the coldest winter
temperatures. Made with ThermoDrytex
Plus fabrics, it offers a great fit, thanks to
the two-way stretch fabric, and keeps you
comfortable even in very low temperatures.

This long-sleeve thermal jersey is great for
chilly days when you need extra warmth.
The anatomical fit and thermic fabric make
it the perfect choice for early or late winter
rides.

FEATURES

FEATURES

•
•
•
•

• ThermoDrytex Plus fabrics to provide
elasticity and warmth for your entire body
• 4-needle flat-lock stitching on legs
• Elastic leg endings
• BodyFit Pro seat pad
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Long-sleeve jersey with covered zipper
YKK® zipper
3 back pockets
Silicone gripper around bottom of jersey

0702019

0700888

NEO LIGHT WEIGHT
PACKABLE VEST

TEAM SOFTSHELL WIND VEST

SIZES: XXS-5XL
REGULAR FIT

SIZES: XXS-5XL
REGULAR FIT

CONCEPT

CONCEPT

We took everything we’ve learned working
with pro athletes to create the ultimate
gravel jersey. Our ergonomic pattern and
light compression fabrics ensure a close fit
and no wasted watts.

Perfect protection for cooler days. Made
with a breathable wind- and waterproof
membrane, with mesh side panels for better
breathability and fit.

FEATURES

FEATURES

•
•
•
•

• Highly breathable and moisture wicking
fabrics with ultralight laser cut mesh
sleeves
• Large rear center pocket for bulky items
like a jacket or pump
• Zipper security pocket
• Reflective bands on shoulders and back
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Winter SoftShell wind vest
Windproof, breathable, waterproof
Microfleece inside
YKK® zip

0760851

0760852

BODYFIT WINDSTOPPER
PARTIAL JACKET

BODYFIT WINDSTOPPER JACKET

SIZES: XXS-5XL
SLIM FIT

SIZES: XXS-5XL
SLIM FIT

CONCEPT

CONCEPT

FEATURES

FEATURES

We took everything we’ve learned working
with pro athletes to create the ultimate
gravel jersey. Our ergonomic pattern and
light compression fabrics ensure a close fit
and no wasted watts.

We took everything we’ve learned working
with pro athletes to create the ultimate
gravel jersey. Our ergonomic pattern and
light compression fabrics ensure a close fit
and no wasted watts.

• Highly breathable and moisture wicking
fabrics with ultralight laser cut mesh
sleeves
• Large rear center pocket for bulky items
like a jacket or pump
• Zipper security pocket
• Reflective bands on shoulders and back

• Highly breathable and moisture wicking
fabrics with ultralight laser cut mesh
sleeves
• Large rear center pocket for bulky items
like a jacket or pump
• Zipper security pocket
• Reflective bands on shoulders and back
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0700891

0702018

TEAM SOFTSHELL JACKET LS

TEAM SOFTSHELL JACKET

SIZES: XXS-5XL
REGULAR FIT

SIZES: XXS-5XL
REGULAR FIT

CONCEPT

CONCEPT

FEATURES

FEATURES

The level of protection you always wanted,
in a more compact piece. It’s a packable
jacket made for any season. It protects you
from water and wind but it also offers great
moisture management. A rear side zipper
gives you access to your jersey pockets.

Winter jacket made with windproof,
waterproof, breathable fabrics. Warmer
on the back, for mild temperatures. We
added a second fabric, Light, with the same
protective features to offer the best fit and
the greatest comfort.

• Light SoftShell jacket
• Windproof, waterproof, breathable fabric
on front
• YKK® zipper

• SoftShell winter jacket
• Windproof, waterproof, breathable fabric
on front
• Microfleece inside
• YKK® zipper
• 3 back pockets
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0700808

0700838

CLASSIC BIBSHORT

CLASSIC UNI COLOR
UNI COLOR

SIZES: XXS-5XL
REGULAR FIT
BODYFIT PRO PAD

SIZES: XXS-5XL
REGULAR FIT
BODYFIT PRO PAD

CONCEPT

CONCEPT

The BodyFit Classic bibshort has many
of the key features of the LTD version but
in a more classic design with simplified
construction. Everything superfluous has
been removed, leaving top-flight fabrics and
an exceptional anatomic fit. The BodyFit Pro
seat pad continues this theme of dedicated
performance, with a smooth surface but
lots of technology on the inside. With this
stealth version, no one will know what you
might be able to win.

FEATURES

• Legs in AeroFlow Compress for smooth
aerodynamics and muscle support
• Flat-lock stitching, placed out of airflow
for maximum aerodynamics
• 220g Lycra® for excellent support
• Ultra-wide lie-flat leg bands
• Minimalist mesh bib straps with radio
pocket
• 4-needle flat-lock stitching
• BodyFit Pro seat pad

48

We took everything we’ve learned working
with pro athletes to create the ultimate
gravel jersey. Our ergonomic pattern and
light compression fabrics ensure a close fit
and no wasted watts.

FEATURES

• Highly breathable and moisture wicking
fabrics with ultralight laser cut mesh
sleeves
• Large rear center pocket for bulky items
like a jacket or pump
• Zipper security pocket
• Reflective bands on shoulders and back
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0710893

0700881

NEO BIBSHORT

THERMAL BIBSHORT

COMFORT PRO PAD

SIZES: XXS-5XL
ERGONOMIC FIT
BODYFIT PRO PAD

0720893

NEO BIBSHORT
BODYFIT PRO PAD

CONCEPT

Made to deliver comfort during those long
winter rides building the base that will help
you achieve next summer’s cycling goals.

SIZES: XXS-5XL
REGULAR FIT

FEATURES

• Embossed ThermoDrytex Plus and
ThermoDrytex Double brushed-fleece
fabric
• BodyFit Pro seat pad
• Mesh bibs with lie-flat trim
• YKK® Camlock® ankle zippers
• Silicone gripper elastic on ankle cuff
• Flat-lock stitching

CONCEPT

Years of deep experience and technical
development proficiency have produced
a new high-performance and practical
bibshort. We designed the technical
bibshort to allow you to confidently ride
routes of any length.

FEATURES

• Elast-X 210g compression fabric to help
prevent muscle fatigue
• Airy and more durable inseam fabric
• Mesh back on bib straps
• Partial jacquard elastic with silicone
grip dots
• Flat-lock stitching on selected seams
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0740896

0700897

NEO WINTER BIBTIGHT
NO PAD

0710896

NEO WINTER BIBTIGHT
BODYFIT PRO PAD

NEO WINTER BIBSHORT
BODYFIT PRO

SIZES: XXS-5XL
REGULAR FIT
BODYFIT PRO PAD

CONCEPT

0720896

NEO WINTER BIBTIGHT
COMFORT PRO PAD
SIZES: XXS-5XL
REGULAR FIT

A new way to dress for fall, winter and
spring. This thermal bibshort is made with
winter-weight fabrics. It can be worn with
knee warmers in mild temperatures, to add
warmth where you need it, or with winter
leg warmers for total protection in frigid
temperatures.

FEATURES

• Bibshort in Stretchy Winter fabric with
fleece inside
• 8-panel construction
• 4-needle flat-lock stitching
• Silicone gripper at leg endings
• Mesh bib straps
• BodyFit Pro seat pad

CONCEPT

With the summer bibshort as our point of
departure, we designed a thermal bibtight
to challenge frigid temperatures. The
technical characteristics and the good fit,
thanks in part to the shaping of the fabrics
on the knee, make this tight comfortable
to wear.

FEATURES

• Bibtight in Stretchy Winter fabric with
fleece inside
• 8-panel construction
• 4-needle flat-lock stitching
• Silicone gripper at leg endings
• Mesh bib straps
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0710878

0702016

BODYFIT TEAM W JERSEY

NEO W JERSEY

SIZES: XXS-2XL
ERGONOMIC FIT

SIZES: XXS-2XL
REGULAR FIT

CONCEPT

CONCEPT

A new, fresh style for a highly technical
women’s jersey.

We took everything we’ve learned working
with pro athletes to create the ultimate
gravel jersey. Our ergonomic pattern and
light compression fabrics ensure a close fit
and no wasted watts.

FEATURES

• Anatomic fit with slightly more forgiving
cut for all-day comfort
• DryPro microfiber fabric for optimum
wicking
• Back fabric with structure for fit and
increased wicking
• Silicone gripper elastic on waistband
• 3 rear pockets
• Full-length YKK® zipper
• Reflective accents

FEATURES

• Highly breathable and moisture wicking
fabrics with ultralight laser cut mesh
sleeves
• Large rear center pocket for bulky items
like a jacket or pump
• Zipper security pocket
• Reflective bands on shoulders and back
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0700849

0700853

BODYFIT THERMAL W JERSEY LS

BODYFIT WINDSTOPPER W JACKET

SIZES: XXS-2XL
SLIM FIT

SIZES: XXS-2XL
SLIM FIT

CONCEPT

CONCEPT

One of the best-fitting thermal
jerseys, thanks to the two-way stretch
ThermoDrytex Plus fabric on the sleeves
and shoulders. The structure of this
fabric helps keep you warm even in cold
temperatures, as it offers greater protection
than other fabrics. The soft fabric on the
body of the jersey provides comfort and
total breathability.

We took everything we’ve learned working
with pro athletes to create the ultimate
gravel jersey. Our ergonomic pattern and
light compression fabrics ensure a close fit
and no wasted watts.

FEATURES

• Highly breathable and moisture wicking
fabrics with ultralight laser cut mesh
sleeves
• Large rear center pocket for bulky items
like a jacket or pump
• Zipper security pocket
• Reflective bands on shoulders and back

FEATURES

• Fit and structure developed with pro
teams
• TDTxp on body for warmth and
breathability
• ThermoDrytex Plus on shoulders and
sleeves for stretch and aerodynamics
• Silicone gripper at waist
• 3 back pockets
• YKK® Vislon® zip
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0700894

0700895

NEO W BIBSHORT

NEO W SHORT

SIZES: XXS-2XL
ERGONOMIC FIT
COMFORT PRO W PAD

SIZES: XXS-2XL
ERGONOMIC FIT
COMFORT PRO W PAD

CONCEPT

FEATURES

With these bibs, you can feel the difference,
especially on long rides. Perfect for your
first rides.

• Elast-X 210g compression fabric to help
prevent muscle fatigue
• Airy and more durable inseam fabric
• Partial jacquard elastic with silicone
grip dots
• Flat-lock stitching on selected seams
• Comfort Pro W seat pad

FEATURES

• Elast-X 210g compression fabric to help
prevent muscle fatigue
• Airy and more durable inseam fabric
• Mesh back on bib straps
• Partial jacquard elastic with silicone
grip dots
• Flat-lock stitching on selected seams
• Comfort Pro W seat pad
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0700882

BODYFIT THERMAL W BIBTIGHT
SIZES: XXS-2XL
ERGONOMIC FIT
TC PRO W PAD

CONCEPT

We took everything we’ve learned working
with pro athletes to create the ultimate
gravel jersey. Our ergonomic pattern and
light compression fabrics ensure a close fit
and no wasted watts.

FEATURES

• Highly breathable and moisture wicking
fabrics with ultralight laser cut mesh
sleeves
• Large rear center pocket for bulky items
like a jacket or pump
• Zipper security pocket
• Reflective bands on shoulders and back
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KID

0702020

0700640

JUNIOR JERSEY LONG ZIP

JUNIOR LS JERSEY

SIZES: 6Y-14Y
ERGONOMIC FIT

SIZES: 6Y-14Y

CONCEPT

CONCEPT

FEATURES

FEATURES

Grown-up style and performance for
tomorrow’s champions. Just like the adult
version, with bold race-themed graphics.

A jersey for spring and fall, or mild winter
temperatures.

• 1/4-length front YKK® zipper
• Highly breathable Attack fabric
• 3 back pockets

•
•
•
•
•
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Long-sleeve jersey with covered zip
180g autumn/winter-weight fabric
YKK® zip
3 rear pockets
Silicone gripper around bottom of jersey

0700641

0700825

JUNIOR SOFTSHELL JACKET

JUNIOR SUMMER BIBSHORT

SIZES: 6Y-14Y

SIZES: S - 3XL
KID PRO EVO PAD

CONCEPT

CONCEPT

We’ve made a jacket that lets kids enjoy
riding in winter too! Windproof and
breathable, even at low temperatures.

Designed for the junior cyclist. Constructed
with the same attention as we give to
adult shorts. Featuring great fit, comfort,
durability and performance. Elastic leg and
bib construction will adapt more easily to
growing kids. Our new generation of seat
pad is designed for smaller bodies but still
offers great moisture management, support
and comfort.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

Winter SoftShell jacket
Front in windproof, breathable material
Microfleece fabric inside
YKK® zip
3 rear pockets

FEATURES

• Kid Pro Evo seat pad offered in 2 sizes
• 6-panel construction with rear waist
insert
• Raw-cut mesh leg ending for comfort
• Mesh bib straps
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0700828

JUNIOR WINTER BIBTIGHT
SIZES: 6Y - 14Y
KID PRO EVO PAD

CONCEPT

Winter thermal kids’ tight for children who
want to emulate their cycling heroes, even
in cold temperatures!

FEATURES

• Stretchy Winter fabric with fleece inside
• Silicone gripper elastic at leg endings
• Kid Pro Evo seat pad
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ACCESSORIES

Technical gloves, socks, hats and warmers – all the
essentials for completing your kit.

0700835

0700493

SUMMER GLOVE

ARM WARMER

SIZES: XS-2XL

SIZES: S-XL

CONCEPT

CONCEPT

Meticulously developed with some of the
best pros in the peloton. Lightly padded
and fitted for optimum comfort and high
performance.

Made with ThermoDrytex Plus, known for
its stretch, breathability and ability to help
maintain a constant body temperature.

FEATURES

• Lycra® stretch back with slip-on system
• Soft palm with variable-thickness padding
• Ultrasuede® perspiration wipe

0700644

0700837

JUNIOR SUMMER GLOVE

LEG WARMER

SIZES: 6Y-14Y

SIZES: S-XL

CONCEPT

CONCEPT

Kids’ gloves developed with the same
features as the adult versions.

We took everything we’ve learned working
with pro athletes to create the ultimate
gravel jersey.

FEATURES

• Highly breathable and moisture wicking
fabrics with ultralight laser cut mesh
sleeves
• Large rear center pocket for bulky items

0700836

0700834

WINTER GLOVE

KNEE WARMER

SIZES: XS-2XL

SIZES: S-XL

CONCEPT

CONCEPT

FEATURES

FEATURES

Technical winter glove in SoftShell. Updated
with a new finish to offer improved handling
and grip on the handlebars.

We took everything we’ve learned working
with pro athletes to create the ultimate
gravel jersey.

• SoftShell back of hand
• Synthetic palm with light padding
• Perspiration wipe

• Highly breathable and moisture wicking
fabrics with ultralight laser cut mesh
sleeves
• Large rear center pocket for bulky items
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0700860

0700528

LYCRA SHOECOVER

WINTER CAP

BODYFIT PRO

SIZES: S-2XL

SIZES: UNI

CONCEPT

CONCEPT

Designed for warm-weather TTs, this is the
shoecover of choice for our pro team riders.
With a revised fit and updated styling, it’s
perfect for the pro look or just to keep your
shoes looking good for races.

Cap / neck warmer in ThermoDrytex Plus
with a draw-cord closure.

FEATURES

• Aeroflow Compress for fit and
aerodynamics
• YKK® zip

0760861

0702025

WINTER SHOECOVER WS

WINTER WS HAT
BODYFIT PRO

SIZES: S - 3XL

SIZES: UNI

CONCEPT

CONCEPT

We took everything we’ve learned working
with pro athletes to create the ultimate
gravel jersey.

Cap / neck warmer in ThermoDrytex Plus
with a draw-cord closure.

FEATURES

• Highly breathable and moisture wicking
fabrics with ultralight laser cut mesh
sleeves
• Large rear center pocket for bulky items

0700621

NECK WARMER
SIZES: UNI

CONCEPT

Customizable neck warmer with a bit of
Lycra® to protect from cold air.
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0700332

0702022

SOCKS 9 cm

PRINT SOCK 15 cm
SIZES: S-ML-XL

0700720

SOCKS 13 cm
CONCEPT

Socks printed on the top, with lycra fabric.
Perfect in any situation.

SIZES: S-ML-XL

CONCEPT

Lightweight, comfortable, durable and
quick-drying technical socks.

FEATURES

0700900

• Mesh panels to increse breathability
• 9 cm and 13 cm cuff height

PRINT CAP
SIZES: UNI

CONCEPT

The latest version of our custom cap, for
always carrying with you the look of your
own team.

0702021

PRINT MESH SOCK
SIZES: S-ML-XL

FEATURES

• Meryl Skinlife bacteriostatic yarns
• Compression cuff and midfoot band
• Highly ventilated socks
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TRIATHLON

0700907

0700902

TRI SUIT S/S FRONT ZIP

TRI ITU SUIT BACK ZIP

SIZES: XXS-3XL
ERGONOMIC FIT
TRI RACE PAD

SIZES: XXS-3XL
ERGONOMIC FIT
TRI RACE PAD

CONCEPT

CONCEPT

FEATURES

FEATURES

We took everything we’ve learned working
with pro athletes to create the ultimate
gravel jersey. Our ergonomic pattern and
light compression fabrics ensure a close fit
and no wasted watts.

We took everything we’ve learned working
with pro athletes to create the ultimate
gravel jersey. Our ergonomic pattern and
light compression fabrics ensure a close fit
and no wasted watts.

• Highly breathable and moisture wicking
fabrics with ultralight laser cut mesh
sleeves
• Large rear center pocket for bulky items
like a jacket or pump
• Zipper security pocket
• Reflective bands on shoulders and back

• Highly breathable and moisture wicking
fabrics with ultralight laser cut mesh
sleeves
• Large rear center pocket for bulky items
like a jacket or pump
• Zipper security pocket
• Reflective bands on shoulders and back
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0700800

0700801

TRI SUIT FRONT ZIP

TRI TOP

SIZES: XXS-3XL
ERGONOMIC FIT
TRI RACE PAD

SIZES: XXS - 3XL
ERGONOMIC FIT

CONCEPT

CONCEPT

For this race suit we chose materials with
different weights and structures in order
to ensure the best breathability in the key
areas, for rapid drying and greater comfort.
For the printable panels we chose the fabric
that offers the best balance of breathability
and print quality. There are two pockets on
the back for nutrition.

This race top was developed to be fully
customizable, which is why we chose
the fabric that offers the best balance of
breathability and print quality. Lightweight
fabric is quick drying and offers maximum
breathability.

FEATURES

• No back pockets
• 3/4-length front zip
• Elastic with silicone gripper at back of
waist
• Jersey/short interface system

FEATURES

• Elastic with silicone gripper on leg
endings
• 2 back pockets
• Full-length front zip
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0710802

0702023

TRI SHORT S/P

TRI W SUIT S/S FRONT ZIP

SIZES: XXS-3XL
ERGONOMIC FIT
TRI RACE PAD

SIZES: XXS - 2XL
ERGONOMIC FIT
TRI RACE W PAD

CONCEPT

CONCEPT

This short is constructed with lightweight
materials on the side panels for quick
drying and breathability and heavier-weight
fabric on the inner thighs for durability and
protection. Nonslip gripper bands on leg
endings. Covered gel pocket on back.

We took everything we’ve learned working
with pro athletes to create the ultimate
gravel jersey. Our ergonomic pattern and
light compression fabrics ensure a close fit
and no wasted watts.

FEATURES

FEATURES

• Highly breathable and moisture wicking
fabrics with ultralight laser cut mesh
sleeves
• Large rear center pocket for bulky items
like a jacket or pump
• Zipper security pocket
• Reflective bands on shoulders and back

• Elastic with silicone gripper on leg
endings
• Central mini pocket on back
• Jersey/short interface system
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0700903

0700803

TRI ITU W SUIT BACK ZIP

TRI W SUIT FRONT ZIP

SIZES: XXS - 2XL
ERGONOMIC FIT
TRI RACE W PAD

SIZES: XXS - 2XL
ERGONOMIC FIT
TRI RACE W PAD

CONCEPT

CONCEPT

The design of the suit follows the shape of
the athlete’s body while providing superior
moisture management. It has a rear zipper
and two back pockets for gels and bars.

For this race suit we chose materials with
different weights and structures in order
to ensure the best breathability in the key
areas, for rapid drying and greater comfort.
For the printable panels we chose the fabric
that offers the best balance of breathability
and print quality. There are two pockets on
the back for nutrition.

FEATURES

• Multiple-fabric construction, breathable
on torso and supportive on shorts
• YKK® zipper on back
• Back pockets
• Flat-lock stitching
• Seat pad that is comfortable on the bike
and hardly noticeable during the run

FEATURES

• Elastic with silicone gripper on leg
endings
• 2 back pockets
• Full-length front zip
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0700804

0710805

TRI W TOP

TRI W SHORT S/P

SIZES: XXS - 2XL
ERGONOMIC FIT

SIZES: XXS - 2XL
ERGONOMIC FIT
TRI RACE W PAD

CONCEPT

CONCEPT

FEATURES

FEATURES

This race top was developed to be fully
customizable, which is why we chose
the fabric that offers the best balance of
breathability and print quality. Lightweight
fabric is quick drying and offers maximum
breathability.

This short is constructed with lightweight
materials on the side panels for quick
drying and breathability and heavier-weight
fabric on the inner thighs for durability and
protection. Nonslip gripper bands on leg
endings. Covered gel pocket on back.

• No back pockets
• 3/4-length front zip
• Elastic with silicone gripper at back of
waist
• Jersey/short interface system

• Elastic with silicone gripper on leg
endings
• Central mini pocket on back
• Jersey/short interface system
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SEATPADS

COMFORT PRO
SEATPAD
An update on our soft and elastic
seat pad with surprising comfort.
New shape moves well with the body
and new microfiber fabric has soft
smooth finish and antibacterial
surface treatment. Infinitely variable
thickness for maximum comfort.

TC PRO
SEATPAD

KID PRO EVO
SEATPAD

Using all our innovation from the
Total Comfort seat pad, this pad is
total comfort made for pros or for
cyclists who prefer not to have as
much padding. This pad is particularly
suitable for trained cyclists’ long
rides—for everything from multiday
cycling tours to pro racing.

A junior version of Comfort Pro Insert.
2 sizes that match with growing
bodies. Unisex construction moves
well with the body and microfiber
fabric has soft smooth finish and
antibacterial surface treatment. Open
cell foam with variable thickness for
maximum comfort. Lower density
appropriate for the light bodyweight
of junior riders.

BODYFIT PRO
SEATPAD

TC PRO W
SEATPAD

Developed with professional cyclists
to fit your body for long-distance
comfort. An update on our incredibly
versatile and comfortable pad. We
have further improved comfort and
moisture management by perforating
the top layer of foam. The infinitely
variable padding thickness places just
the right amount of padding exactly
where you need it. The anatomic
shape and seamless construction
work together to eliminate chafing
and rubbing. Our most comfortable
long-distance pad.

Using all our innovation from the
Total Comfort seat pad, this women’s
specific pad is total comfort made
for pros or for cyclists who prefer not
to have as much padding. This pad
is particularly suitable for trained
cyclists’ long rides — for everything
from multiday cycling tours to pro
racing.

NEW

COMFORT PRO W
SEATPAD
An update on our soft and elastic
seat pad with surprising comfort.
New shape moves well with the body
and new microfiber fabric has soft
smooth finish and antibacterial
surface treatment. Infinitely variable
thickness for maximum comfort.

TRI RACE
SEATPAD
Designed for perfect performance
throughout the race the Tri Race
pad is specifically engineered for
Triathlon. With padding placed in
the correct Tri saddle position, low
profile foam that doesn’t interfere on
the run and a quick drying perforated
construction to make the transition
more comfortable. Triathlon optimised
ergonomics. Perforated foam for quick
drying. Low profile design for comfort
on the run & swim. Soft microfiber
surface. 5mm foam, 3mm foam.

TRI RACE W
SEATPAD
Constructed with women’s specific
ergonomics with all the technical
features of the Tri Race pad, ideal for
racing, on and off the bike. Women’s
specific construction. Triathlon
optimised ergonomics. Perforated
foam for quick drying
Low profile design for comfort on the
run & swim.
Soft microfiber surface. 5mm foam .
3mm foam.

SIZE CHARTS
CUSTOMIZE IT !
Entra in www.sportful.com/customclothing
Download order form
Personalizza il tuo capo scaricando il modello dall’apposita scheda.
Invia il documento per fax allo: +39 0439 56436
via e-mail a: sportful.team@mvc46.eu includendo il modulo d’ordine.
A breve riceverai il disegno richiesto.

TEMPISTICHE:

1

La consegna avviene 8 settimane dopo la conferma dell’ordine.

1

2

QUANTITATIVI MINIMI:

2
3

La produzione minima per ogni prodotto è di 10 pezzi. La tempistica per il riordino è di 8
settimane. Ti metteremo in contatto con il nostro rappresentante della tua area così che
tu possa vedere degli esempi di ogni capo e controllare le taglie, la vestibilità e i materiali.
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MEN
CLOTHING

XXS

XS

L

XL

XXL

3XL

4XL

5XL

Chest

84 cm

88 cm

92 cm

96 cm

100 cm

105 cm

110 cm

115 cm

120 cm

125 cm

Waist

72 cm

76 cm

80 cm

84 cm

88 cm

93 cm

98 cm

104 cm

1110 cm 116 cm

3

Hips

86 cm

90 cm

94 cm

98 cm

102 cm

107 cm

112 cm

116 cm

120 cm

124 cm

4

Inside Leg

80 cm

81 cm

82 cm

83 cm

84 cm

85 cm

86 cm

87 cm

88 cm

89 cm

XXS

XS

XL

XXL

1
2

WOMEN
CLOTHING

S

M

GLOVES
5

Inches
KIDS
GLOVES
5

S

M

L

Unisex

Unisex
Years

1

Chest

74 cm

79 cm

84 cm

89 cm

94 cm

99 cm

104 cm

2

Waist

58 cm

63 cm

68 cm

73 cm

78 cm

83 cm

88 cm

SOCKS

3

Hips

82 cm

87 cm

92 cm

97 cm

102 cm

107 cm

112 cm

Size

4

Inside Leg

74 cm

75 cm

76 cm

77 cm

78 cm

79 cm

80 cm

KIDS
CLOTHING

BOOTIES LYCRA
6Y

8Y

10Y

12Y

14Y

116 cm

128 cm

140 cm

152 cm

164 cm

1

Waist

61 cm

67 cm

73 cm

79 cm

85 cm

2

Hips

57 cm

60 cm

64 cm

68 cm

72 cm

3

Inside Leg

66 cm

72 cm

78 cm

84 cm

90 cm

Size

XS
<17 cm

S
17-20 cm

M

L

20-23 cm 23-25 cm

XL
25-27 cm

XXL
>27 cm

6

7

8

9

10

11

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

14 cm

15 cm

16 cm

17 cm

18 cm

>18 cm

4

6

8

10

12

14

S

M/L

XL

36-39

40-43

44-46

S

M

L

XL

XXL

38-39

40-41

42-43

44-45

46-47

